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About This Game

Quip Anomaly is a deep space dodge 'em up game. Guide Virnu to dodge hazards, acquire research, and obtain power ups. As
you unlock each level, you will learn more about Vi 5d3b920ae0
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The setting and ideas behind this game are very unique, and the story is interesting. The gameplay is also great, and can get
pretty difficult by the end. Overall, it was quite enjoyable.. Wasted 1$ and wasted internet to download it. Edited review now
that I've played more of the game. This game is so fun! The game mechanics take some getting used to because your speed isn't
consistant. If you need to turn around, it takes a second to get back up to speed.. Edited review now that I've played more of the
game. This game is so fun! The game mechanics take some getting used to because your speed isn't consistant. If you need to
turn around, it takes a second to get back up to speed.. The setting and ideas behind this game are very unique, and the story is
interesting. The gameplay is also great, and can get pretty difficult by the end. Overall, it was quite enjoyable.. Wasted 1$ and
wasted internet to download it
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